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Abstract 
A bidirected graph is a graph each arc of which has either two positive end-vertices (tails), two 
negative end-vertices (heads), or one positive end-vertex (a tail) and one negative end-vertex (a 
head). We define the strong connectivity of a bidirected graph as a generalization of the strong 
connectivity of an ordinary directed graph. We show that a bidirected graph is decomposed 
into strongly connected components and that a signed poset structure is naturally defined on the 
set of the consistent strongly connected components. We also give a linear time algorithm for 
decomposing a bidirected graph into strongly connected components. Furthermore, we discuss 
the relationship between the decomposition of a bidirected graph and the minimization of a 
certain bisubmodular function. 
1. Introduction 
When we treat directed graphs, the decomposition of the directed graph into strongly 
connected components is fundamental and a poset structure on the set of strongly 
connected components derived by the decomposition gives us useful information for 
the analysis of the system represented by the graph (see [13]). Such decomposition 
and a poset structure play a crucial role in the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition of 
bipartite graphs [8,13], the principal partition of matroids [ 11,121, etc. (also see [IO]). 
As a generalization of undirected and directed graphs Edmonds and Johnson [9] 
considered bidirected graphs. The concept of bidirected graph is closely related to that 
of signed graph extensively investigated by Zaslavsky (see e.g. [16,17]). 
In this paper we show that the concept of strong connectivity is naturally generalized 
to bidirected graphs and we examine the structure of a strongly connected bidirected 
graph. A bidirected graph is uniquely decomposed into strongly connected components. 
We also give a linear time algorithm for the decomposition, using the representation 
of a bidirected graph by an ordinary directed graph, due to Zaslavsky [ 171. We have 
a signed poset structure on the set of the consistent strongly connected components 
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(see [14] for signed posets). Furthermore, we discuss the relationship between the 
decomposition of a bidirected graph and a minimization of a certain bisubmodular 
function. 
The decomposition theory developed in this paper can be used in the analysis of 
bisubmodular polyhedra such as the face structures of bisubmodular polyhedra [3,4,6]. 
Since the decomposition theory is fundamental and has a nice combinatorial structure, 
we expect that practical applications as well as theoretical ones will be found in the 
future. 
2. Bidirected graphs and the strong connectivity 
A bidirected graph G = (V,A; i3) is a graph with a vertex set V, an arc set A and a 
boundary operator 8 : A + Z”, where for each arc a E A there exist v, w E V (called 
end-vertices of a) such that one of the following three holds: 
(1) da= v+w (arc a has two tails at v and w), 
(2) da = -V - w (arc a has two heads at v and w), 
(3) da = v - w (arc a has a tail at v and a head at w). 
Here, each aa E Z” is represented by an element of a free module with a base 
V. If v = w in (lF(3), then arc a is called a self-loop. For simplicity we do not 
allow any self-loop of type (3) in the following. When aa = kv f w, we say a is 
incident to v (and w), and if the coefficient of v in aa is positive (or negative), we 
say a is positively (or negatively) incident to v. If two arcs a and a’ are, respectively, 
positively and negatively incident to a common vertex v, we say a and a’ (or a’ and 
a) are oppositely incident to v. 
A path in a bidirected graph G = (V,A; a) is an alternate sequence P = (vo,al, vl,az, 
. ..) a~,v~)ofverticesvi(i=O,l,...,k)andarcsai(i=1,2,...,k)foranintegerk31 
such that for each i E { 1,2,. . , k} arc ai is incident to Vi_ 1 and v, and that for each 
i E {1,2,..., k - 1) arcs a, and ai+l are oppositely incident to vertex vi. Vertex vo (vk) 
is the initial (terminal ) vertex of the path P and we say the path P is from vg to t&. 
Here, note that we allow repetitions of arcs in a path. We define 
ap = k dai. 
i=l 
(2.1) 
A path P = (VO, al,. . , ak, ok) with va = uk is called a cycle with a root VO(= vk). It 
should be noted that we cannot regard a cycle as a cyclic permutation since al and ak 
may not be oppositely incident to vs(= vk). 
Now, we define a binary relation N on the vertex set V of the bidirected graph G 
as follows. For each distinct vertices v, w E V we have v N w if and only if there exist 
paths PI and P2 from v to w such that 
apl+ ap, = 0. 
We also assume that v N v holds for each v E V. 
(2.2) 
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We can easily show that the binary relation - defined above is an equivalence 
relation on V. The equivalence relation - gives us the set of equivalence classes, a 
partition of V. If there is only one equivalence class, then we call G strongly connected. 
A vertex 1‘ is called consistent if there exist no two cycles Qt and Ql with root I‘ 
such that 
;Q, fo, ~QI # 0, aQ, + 6Q2 = 0. (2.3) 
A vertex that is not consistent is called inconsistent. If all the vertices of G are 
consistent, we call G consistent. Given any bidirected graph G = (C’, A; L’), the vertex 
set V is divided into the set of consistent vertices and that of inconsistent ones. 
For a bidirected graph G = (V,A; 3) and a vertex subset W C V the bidirrctrd 
subgruph induced by W is the bidirected graph H = (W, B; ~3,) such that B is the set 
of the arcs whose both end-vertices lie on W and (ls is the restriction of i: to B. 
3. Structures of a consistent strongly connected bidirected graph 
Let G = (V. A; 8) be a consistent strongly connected bidirected graph. 
By the definition of the equivalence relation -, for any distinct vertices c. 1%’ E V 
there exist two paths PI and P2 from c to MI such that (2.2) holds. We then have the 
following two possible cases: 
(i) ?P, = u - w, 8P2 = --2’ + w. 
(ii) irPl = zl+ w, c3P2 = --L’ - w. 
We say that the pair of paths PI and P2 of (i) is qf’type 1 and that of (ii) c?f’ t?p 2. 
Lemma 3.1. For CA consistent strongly connected bidirected graph G = (V,A; (7) each 
distinct certices c,w E V are connected by a pair qf’paths thut is either qf‘ type I OI 
of tj’pe 2. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exist two pairs (Pi, PI) and (P {. Pi) of 
paths from u to M? of type 1 and of type 2, respectively. Suppose 
c?P, = 2: - Iv, C’PZ = -c+w, (3.1) 
?P; = 1’ + 19, ap; = --c - w. (3.2) 
Then, concatenations of PI and Pi and of Pz and Pi are cycles, say, Qr and Qz. with 
root 2‘. We have C’Qr = 2~ and ?Ql = -2t:, which contradicts the assumption that G 
is consistent. q 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that pairs of distinct vertices are classified into two 
groups. An unordered pair {c,w} of distinct vertices c, IV E V is called qf tl’pe I (or 
2) if c’ and w are connected by a pair of paths of type 1 (or 2). 
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Consider the complete graph K, (n = [VI) with vertex set V. We color each edge 
e of K, blue or red according as the pair of the end-vertices of edge e is of type 1 or 
type 2. Then we have the following theorem, 
Theorem 3.2. The vertex set V of K, is divided into two parts WI and W2 (one of 
them being possibly empty) such that the set of the edges between WI and W2 is 
exactly the set of red edges and each blue edge has its two end-vertices either in WI 
or in W2. 
Proof. It easily follows from the consistency of G that any red edges do not form an 
odd cycle (a cycle of an odd number of edges). Moreover, if there exist a red edge 
{v,w} and a blue edge {z,v}, then by the definition of the coloring there must exist a 
red edge {z,w}. Therefore, we have a bipartition of the vertex set V into WI and W2 
as given in the present lemma. 0 
From this lemma we have 
Corollary 3.3. For the bipartition (W,, W2) given in Theorem 3.2, if there exists a 
cycle Q in G with root v E WI such that aQ = 2v (or i3Q = -2v), then for any 
vertex w E WI there exists a cycle Q’ in G with root w such that aQ’ = 2w (or 
aQ’ = -2~) and for any vertex w E Wz there exists a cycle Q” in G such that 
i3Q” = -2w (or f3Q” = 2~). 0 
When one of WI and W2 in Theorem 3.2 is empty, we call G homogeneous. 
4. Decomposition of a bidirected graph into strongly connected components 
Consider a bidirected graph G = (V,A; a). As shown in Section 2, the equivalence 
relation - induces the set of equivalence classes WC’) (i E I). For each i E I denote 
by G(‘) = ( W(‘),A(‘); a) the bidirected subgraph of G induced by W(j), where 8 should 
be regarded as the restriction of 8 (in G) to A(‘). 
We can easily see that for each i E Z G(‘) = (W(j), A(‘); a) is strongly connected. 
Hence, we call each G(‘) (i E Z) a strongly connected component of G. It should 
be noted that for each strongly connected component either all of the vertices of the 
component are consistent or all of them are inconsistent. 
Next, we examine the structure of the bidirected graph G determined by the arcs 
between strongly connected components. 
For any subset U of vertex set V the reJection of G = (V, A; i3) by U is the 
bidirected graph G’ = ( V, A; a’) defined as follows. For each arc a E A, if da = iv&w, 
we define 
a’a = &S(V)V f E(W)W, (4.1) 
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where for each v E V 
c(u) = 
i 
1 if v $ U, 
-1 ifDElI. (4.2) 
We denote the reflection G’ by G : U. 
From now on till the end of this section we suppose that G is consistent. Then, 
from Theorem 3.2, for each strongly connected component G(‘) = ( W(‘),A(‘); i?) (i E I) 
the vertex set IV(‘) is divided into two parts WI(‘) and Wi”. We suppose that for each 
i E I WC’) # 8. 
Putting U = U+, W(j) 2 , we consider the reflection G : U. 
Lemma 4.1. The rejection G : U is consistent und its strongly connected compo- 
nents are exuctly given by G(j) : Wi” (i E I). Moreover, each G(‘) : Wj” (i E I) is 
homogeneous. 
Proof. We can easily see that a path in G is also a path in its reflection, and vice 
versa. The present lemma follows from this fact. q 
Construct a bidirected graph G = ($,a; d) by shrinking each strongly connected 
component G(j) : W:” (i E I) into a single vertex z?(‘), where any self-loops a with 
?a = 0 that may appear after the shrinking should be removed. More precisely, 
p = {si) 1 i E I} (4.3 1 
^ 
and the arc set A consists of arcs a E A such that a connects different components or 
a connects the same component and has either two tails or two heads. Moreover, if 
aa = kv f w in G : U, a remains in 2 and we have 2’ E WC’) and w E W(j), then 
& = *$” * ;Ci) , where recall that U = UIEf W(j). 
For the bidirected graph d = (p,a; 8) the tksitive closure G* = (V”, A*; (?*) of 
G is constructed as follows. We have V* = ?. Add arcs a to a by repeating the 
following operations (a) and (b), where G should be regarded as a current bidirected 
graph, starting from the original G;, and stop this process if there is no possibility of 
getting new arcs by Operations (a) and (b). 
(a) For each vertices v,w E V* (not necessarily distinct), if there exists a path P in 
6 from L’ to w such that 8P # 0, then add an arc a to 2 such that $a = SP. 
(b) If there exist two cycles Qt and Qs in G with distinct roots ~1 and ~‘2, respec- 
tively, and with 8Ql # 0 and 8Q2 # 0, then add an arc a to A^ such that 2&z = 
8Q, + dQz. 
Here, if there exist parallel arcs, then we replace these parallel arcs by a single arc 
with the same incidence relation, where arcs a and a’ are parallel if 8a = &. The 
finally obtained 6 is the required transitive closure G*. 
Theorem 4.2. The transitive closure G’ = (V*,A*; a*) sutisfies the followin~q 
properties. 
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(i) There are no two arcs al,a2 E A* such that a*a, = -a*a,. 
(ii) For any two arcs aIra E A* oppositely incident to a common vertex there 
exists an arc a3 E A* such that d*a3 = a*a, + d*a2. 
(iii) For any two self-loops al, a2 E A* incident to distinct vertices there exists an 
arc a3 E A* such that 23*a3 = LJ*a, + ?a,. 
Proof. (ii) and (iii) easily follow from the definition of transitive closure. 
To prove (i), note that if there exist arcs al,a2 E A* such that d*al = -d*a2, then 
(1) G* is inconsistent (if al and a2 are self-loops) or 
(2) G* has a strongly connected component that contains the two end-vertices of al 
(and a2) (if al and a2 are non-self-loops). 
On the other hand, G and hence (the original) G are consistent and each strongly 
connected component of 6 consists of a single vertex. We can easily see that Operation 
(a) described above does not destroy these properties of G. Therefore, it suffices to 
show that Operation (b) does not destroy these properties, either. 
Suppose that while constructing G* by repeating Operations (a) and (b), the current 
bidirected graph G is consistent and that the next Operation (b) at vertices cl and 
~2 for the current G makes it inconsistent. It follows that there exist two cycles Q n 
and Q’ with a root w such that 8Q = 2w and aQ’ = -2w in G after Operation 
(b). Since G before Operation (b) is consistent, Q or Q’ contains the arc a added 
by Operation (b). Suppose that Q contains arc a. Let P be the path in Q from the 
initial vertex w to vi (or ~2) immediately before the first occurrence of arc a. Denote 
by P the reversal of P. Then, concatenating P, QI (or Q2) and P yields a cycle n 
Q” with 8Q” = 2w that does not contain arc a. Similarly, if Q’ contains arc a, we 
can find a cycle Q”’ with 8Q”’ = -2w that does not contain arc a. This contradicts 
the consistency of G before Operation (b). Hence, Operation (b) does not make G 
inconsistent. 
Next, suppose that the current G is consistent and has strongly connected components 
each of which consists of a single vertex and that the next Operation (b) yields a 
strongly connected component that consists of more than one vertex. Then, for some 
two distinct vertices v and w in G after Operation (b) there exist paths PI and P2 
from v to w such that 8P1 + 8P2 = 0. PI or P2 contains the arc a added by Operation 
(b). Suppose that PI contains a. Choose any occurrence of a in PI and by deleting the 
occurrence of a from PI, we have from PI two paths PI 1 from v to vi (or 7~2) and P12 
from v2 (or vi) to w. Concatenating P11, Q, (or Q2) and Pii, we have a cycle Q3 with 
8Qs = 02v, where (T is the coefficient of v in API. Also, concatenating Pz, P12, Q2 (or 
Qt ), P12 and P2, we have a cycle Q4 with 8Q4 = -02~. This contradicts the fact that 
Operation (b) does not make G inconsistent. Similarly, we reach a contradiction if P2 
contains arc a. 
This completes the proof of (i). 0 
It follows that G’ = (V*, A*; a*) is a signed poset recently introduced by Reiner 
[14] (also see [2]). 
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Corollary 4.3. G’ = (V*,A*; a* ) is u signed poset. 
The signed poset G* gives us the collection of ideals of G* (see Section 6 and [14]) 
and chains of ideals may provide us with useful information on the structure of the 
bidirected graph G. 
5. An algorithm for decomposing a bidirected graph into strongly connected 
components 
In this section we give a linear time algorithm for decomposing a bidirected graph 
G = ( V, A; c?) into strongly connected components. 
Given a bidirected graph G = (V,A; (7), define the auxiliary (ordinary directed) graph 
G = (r?,,?; 8) associated with G as follows. The vertex set v is given by 
p = V x {+,-} (5.1) 
and the arc set 2 by 
j zz {a(+’ ~~EA}u{~(-+~EA}. (5.2j 
Moreover, the boundary operator 5 in G is defined as follows. 
For each a E A, 
(i) if &I = 1: - ~$3, then 
cia’f)=(V,+)-(w,+), ?a’-‘=(M;,-)-(C,-)), 
(ii) if ?a = L’ + w, then 
(5.3) 
&‘+‘=(C,+)-(W,-), ?a’-‘=(w._t)-(C,-). (5.4) 
(iii) if i?a = --2‘ - w, then 
&7(L) = (L., -) - (w, +>, &r-) = (w, -) - (L:, +), (5.5) 
where since V+W = w+a and -C-W = -W-II, a(+) and a(-) in (5.4) (and (5.5)) may 
be interchanged but this ambiguity is inessential. The same representation technique as 
this auxiliary graph G was found by Zaslavsky [ 171 (also see [5,16]). 
Paths in G are related to (directed) paths in G as follows. 
Lemma 5.1. For atly t-ertices u,w E Y und any signs @u),@w) E {+, -}. 
P = (2’()(= U),U,,U~,. ,Uk, ck(= Mj)) (5.6) 
is u puth @om u to w in G such that BP = Q(U)U + a(w)w if and only if both 
P, = ((uo,o&z~‘) ,(U,,O,) ,..., (Uk-,,~(Tk-,j),aj;ll),(t.i,,-akjj: (5.7) 
Pz = ((c~.d&2p ,(Zjk~I,-Ok-lj,...,(Cl,-(1.l),a, (-qC’O, -q,)) (5.8) 
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are (directed) paths in 6 for some signs q;, Tj E {+, -} (i = 1,2,. . . ,k - 1; j = 
12 , ,..., k), wherevo=u, vk=w, ao=a(u)andak=a(w). 
Proof. The present lemma easily follows from the definition of the auxiliary graph 
G. q 
From Lemma 5.1 we also have 
Lemma 5.2. For any distinct vertices v, w E V they belong to the same strongly 
connected component of G if and only if one of the following two statements holds: 
(i) (v, +) and (w, +) belong to the same (ordinary) strongly connected component 
of G. 
(ii) (v, +) and (w, -) belong to the same (ordinary) strongly connected component 
of 6. 
Proof. Distinct vertices v, w E V belong to the same strongly connected component 
of G if and only if there exist two paths PI and P2 from v to w in G such that 
8P1 + aP2 = 0, i.e., either (i) aP1 = v - w and 8Pz = w - v, or (ii) dP, = v + w and 
aPz = -v - w. The present lemma follows from this fact and Lemma 5.1. 0 
It should be noted that condition (i) (or (ii)) in Lemma 5.2 is equivalent to that (v, -) 
and (w, -) (or (v, -) and (w, +)) belong to the same (ordinary) strongly connected 
component of G. 
Under the consistency assumption on G we have the following. 
Theorem 5.3. A consistent bidirected graph G = ( V, A; a) is decomposed into strongly 
connected components G(‘) = (@),A(‘); a) with bipartitions ( W/“, I@‘) (i E I) (in the 
sense of Theorem 3.2) if and only if the auxiliary (directed) graph C? = (?,2; 8) as- 
-(i) 
sociated with G is decomposed into (ordinary) strongly connected components G, = 
(@~),d~‘; a”) and $’ = (@_‘i’,J!‘; 8) (i E I), where for each i E I 
ay = {(v 9 +> 1 v E w”‘} u {(II, -) 1 v E Iv(‘)}, 1 2 . (5.9) 
FP = {(u, +) 1 v E w”‘} u {(v, -) 1 v E IT(‘)} - 2 I (5.10) 
or 
q’ = {(u, +) / v E Wf’} u {(v, -) ( v E W,‘Q}, (5.11) 
@!Y = {(v, +) ( v E w,“‘} u {(v, -) ) v E Fq’}. (5.12) 
Proof. From Lemma 5.2 and the argument in Section 3 it suffices to prove that for 
each v E V, (v, +) and (v, -) do not belong to the same strongly connected component 
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of 6. Suppose, on the contrary, that for some v E V (t’, +) and (v, -) belong to the 
same strongly connected component of G. Then, there exist a (directed) path P, from 
(v,+) to (t’, -) and a (directed) path P2 from (v, -) to (u,+) in G. Let PI and Pl, 
respectively, be the paths in G corresponding to P, and P2. We can easily see that 
SP, = 2~ and ?Pz = -20, which contradicts the consistency of G. 0 
Theorem 5.3 together with its proof implies the following. 
Corollary 5.4. Let G be a (not necessarily consistent) bidirected graph. 
(i) For each consistent strongly connected component G(‘) (i E I) of G there exist 
-(i) -(i) 
exactly two strongly connected components G, and G_ of G under the correspon- 
dence described by (5.9) and (5.10) (or (5.11) und (5.12)), where for each i E I the 
hipartition ( Wii’, Wii’) (i E I) is obtained by dividing W, -(‘) (or ti!‘) into the set oj 
vertices (c, +) labeled + and the set of vertices (u, -) labeled -. 
(ii) Each inconsistent strongly connected component qf G corresponds to one und 
only one strongly connected component of G. 0 
Now, an algorithm for decomposing a bidirected graph into strongly connected com- 
ponents is described as follows. 
An Algorithm 
Input: A (not necessarily consistent) bidirected graph G = (V, A; a). 
Output: Consistent strongly connected components G(j) (i E Ii ) and inconsistent strong- 
ly connected components G(‘)(i E 12) of G. 
Step 1: Construct the auxiliary graph G = (P,i; 8) of G as (5.1)-(5.5). 
Step 2: Decompose G into (ordinary) strongly connected components G(j) = ( fi(‘), $‘); 
S) (j E J). 
Step 3: For each j E J define 
u”’ = {v I v E V,(u,+) E O(J)} u {u I c E V,(u, -) E O(J)} (5.13) 
and let W(I) (i E I) be the distinct members of U(I) (j E J). For each i E I let G(‘) 
be the subgraph of G induced by the vertex set W (;). Partition I into 11 and Zz so that 
for each i E I, (or 11) WC’) appears twice (or once) in the family of U(J) (j E J). 
(End) 
Using the depth-first search technique of Tarjan [ 151 (also see [l]) in Step 2, the 
above algorithm runs in 0( 1 VI + IAl) time. It should be noted that by the decomposition 
of 6 into (ordinary) strongly connected components we can also obtain the bipartitions 
(W,(j), Wj”) of WCi) (i E II) in the sense of Theorem 3.2 in linear time (see Theorem 5.3 
and Corollary 5.4). 
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6. The decomposition viewed from bisubmodular functions 
For any bidirected graph G = (V, A; a) consider a nonnegative weight function w : 
A + R U {+m}. We define 
3V = {(X, Y) IX, Y 2 v,x n Y = 0). (6.1) 
Each (X, Y) E 3V is made correspond to its characteristic vector ~(x,r) E (0, *l}” 
given by 
1 if VEX, 
&KY)(V) = -1 ifvEY, (6.2) 
0 otherwise 
for each v E V. Moreover, define a function f : 3V + R U { +ca} by 
j-(x, Y) = C{(aa, (x, Y))w(Q) 1 a E 4 (aa, (x, ~1) > 01 (6.3) 
for each (X, Y) E 3’, where (., .) denotes the ordinary inner product, and da and (X, Y) 
should be regarded as the corresponding vectors in Z” in a natural way. 
Then, by elementary computations we can show the following (see [4, Lemma 3.11). 
Lemma 6.1. The function f dejked by (6.3) satisfies 
f(~l,yl)+f(~2,y2)~f((~l,Yl)~(~2,Y2))+f((~lrYI)~(~2,Y2)) 
for any (X,, K) E 3” (i = 1,2), where 
(6.4) 
The function f is called a bisubmodulur function. Also, the operations U and n are, 
respectively, called the reduced union and the intersection (see [6,7]). 
Given the function f of (6.3) define 
P = {(X, Y) 1 (X, Y) E 3V, f (X, Y) = O}. (6.7) 
Here, 9 is the set of all the minimizers of f since from (6.3) f is nonnegative and 
f (8,8) = 0. Therefore, we have the following (see [6,7]). 
Lemma 6.2. 9 defined by (6.7) is closed with respect to the reduced union u and 
the intersection n. 
Now, suppose that 
w(u)=+cc (UEA). (6.8) 
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Then, it follows from (6.3) and (6.8) that ~9 in (6.7) becomes 
9 = {(X, Y) ((X, Y) E 3V,V’a E A : (;a,(X, Y)) GO}. (6.9) 
The { LI, n}-closed family B has complete information on the decomposition of the 
consistent bidirected graph G into strongly connected components and its signed poset 
structure. To describe this fact we need some terminology on {U, rl}-closed families 
from [2]. We call each element of 5 in (6.9) an ideul of G 
For any (X,, Y,) E 3” (i = 1,2) we write (Xl, Yr) 5 (X2, Y2) if XI CX, and YI i Y:. 
The binary relation & on 3” is a partial order. It is known ([2, Lemma 4. I]) that all 
the maximal element (X, Y) in a {U, n}-closed family .P i 3” (maximal with respect 
to 5) give the same set XU Y. We call the set X U Y the support of 3 and denote it by 
Supp(%). If we have Supp(S) = V, we call -9 sp~~~lniny. A (U,n}-closed family .F 
is called simplr if for each distinct z’,~i E Supp(.$) there exists an element (X, Y) E .F 
that separates II and w, i.e., L’ E X U Y and vv $ X U Y, or c $ X U Y and \V t X il Y. 
Lemma 6.3. The 9 given by (6.9) is spanning fund only if G is consistent. 
Proof. Suppose .F is spanning. We show G is consistent. There exists (X. Y) t .P such 
that X U Y = V. Suppose, on the contrary, that G is inconsistent, i.e., for some vertex 
1; there exist two cycles Qr and Q2 with root c’ such that SQ, = 21: and iQ2 = -21:. 
Suppose c E X. Then we have (?Qr,(X, Y)) > 0, so that there exists an arc a on Qr 
such that (&,(X, Y)) > 0. This contradicts the definition of .F in (6.9). If t’ E Y, use 
Q2 instead of Qr in the above argument. 
Conversely, suppose G is consistent. Then, as shown in Sections 3 and 4, G can 
be decomposed into strongly connected components and we get d by shrinking the 
strongly connected components. Since the transitive closure of G is a signed poset and 
the set of all the ideals of a signed poset is a spanning {u, fl}-closed family (see [2]), 
there exists (2, Y) E 3” such that X U f -= ? and for all ti E A^ (& (X, Y)) 60. We 
can extend (2, I’) to an element (X, Y) E 3’ with X U Y = V in a natural way so that 
we have (X Y) E 9. Consequently, 3 is spanning. 0 
Therefore, for a consistent bidirected graph G we have a spanning {U, n}-closed 
family .zP by (6.9). 
As shown in [2], for the spanning {U, n}-closed family .F we have a unique partition 
17(R) of V such that two vertices u,w E V belong to the same component of II(s) 
if and only if there is no (X, Y) E 9 that separates P and w. We can show that the 
partition II is exactly the collection of the vertex sets of the strongly connected 
components of G. Though we do not go into the details, we can construct a simple 
and spanning {u, fl}-closed family 4 in 3 n’ u, that corresponds to .zP. The simple 
and spanning {LI,~}-closed family $ defines a signed poset ./p whose ideals form .i 
(see [2]). The signed poset 9 is the one that we have derived on the set of strongly 
connected components of G and it is unique up to the reflections required for the 
homogenization of each component. 
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